Coronavirus Guidance Webinar
17th June, 2020
All slides and a recording of the webinar are available on the website later this afternoon

- BuildUK Update
- The Future of FM – technology and innovation in Facilities Management
Who am I….

Passionate, innovative, resilient – Driven by Diversity

Claire Curran
Managing Director. Linaker Limited

20+ years FM Junkie, lover of the built environment, geek and gadget enthusiast. Cake Expert.
Where is FM going – Geeky stuff

Together; less labour cost, more asset availability, a reduction in energy cost, a higher level of response.

IoT

SMART Meters

AI

Robotics

New breed of Engineer

This is a smart building!

Taking readily available data sets and personalised data sets to enable decisions to be made more intelligently (marginal gain)

Specific measurement data – enabling specific client specific data gathering

Automatic interrogation of data which allow smart outcomes – pre-emptive maintenance

Repetitive relatively low skilled tasked completed by Bots - MK

Lutron, Energy etc – education that moves with the requirement
What’s about the non geeky bit?

The sky’s the limit!
COVID Magnifier

STRATEGY
Pandemic planning to become everyday. Some elements of the old norm not so good.

SOLUTION
The new norm, more space, better environments, more work life balance, more ownership. Work isn't somewhere we go – it's what we do.
Thank you.

For your precious time and your attention.
GIUSEPPE BORGESE

Head of Facilities and Asset Management - Justice Services, Sodexo
RORY MURPHY

Commercial Director Vinci Facilities and Chair, RICS FM Professional Group
The Digital Built Environment

- Capture the built environment
- Interact with the built environment
- Analyze the built environment
- Connect with the built environment
- Automate the built environment
MIKE GREEN

Chair, Central London Maintenance Association (CLMA)
The Future of FM – Panellists

Claire Curran – Managing Director, Linaker Ltd
Find me on LinkedIn

Giuseppe Borgese - Head of Facilities and Asset Management - Justice Services, Sodexo
Find me on LinkedIn

Rory Murphy – Commercial Director Vinci Facilities and Chair, RICS FM Professional Group
Find me on LinkedIn
@VinciFMRory

Mike Green – Chair, Central London Maintenance Association (CLMA)
Find me on LinkedIn
Webinar Programme

Coming Up:

Friday 19th June – Digital Twins & IoT – Neil Thompson, Digital Director - Atkins

Tuesday 23rd June – World Refrigeration Day - Steve Gill, Founder of International World Refrigeration Day & Julie Murray, Chair - Institute of Refrigeration

Friday 26th June – Steven Boyd, CEO Government Property Agency

Monday 29th June – The Construction Roadmap to Recovery Plan – Stuart Young, BEIS & Hannah Vickers, ACE

Thursday 2nd July – BESA AGM (members only) 10am
Thank you

www.thebesa.com/covid19

covid19@thebesa.com
SUPPORT FROM BESA

BESA Website: www.thebesa.com

Facebook:
Tag: @BESATraining
URL: www.facebook.com/BESATraining

Twitter:
Tag: @BESAGroup
URL: twitter.com/BESAGroup

LinkedIn:
Tag: BESA Group
URL: www.linkedin.com/company/besa-group